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2Q Earnings Season Review: Strong numbers, but underlying trend is negative 
 
By Christian Tegllund Blaabjerg, Chief Equity Strategist 
 
 
We are almost at the end of the US 2Q earnings season with 350+ companies reported earnings and the results 
have been impressive as we expected; 77% surprised to upside with an average earnings per share (EPS) surprise 
of 10.7% vs. a historical average of 3.7% - so clearly a solid earnings season in terms of EPS. However if we look at 
sales development there is reason for concern. 61% surprised to the upside, while the average surprise has been -
0.83%. With margins almost at prior peak levels and a sales growth outlook that is bleak we expect revisions to 
the downside in earnings. This should in combination with a deteriorating macroeconomic environment lead 
equity prices lower. 
 
We have now had 350+ earnings reports out from S&P500 and the result has turned out quite as we expected. 
We expected  expectations of 4 out of 5 beating estimates to the upside, but so far 77% has surprised to the 
upside, while 23% missing the streets estimates. The average positive surprise in terms of EPS growth has so far 
been 10.7% which is decent given a historical average of 3.7%. 
So far, so good. But if we turn to sales development the story is somewhat less cheerful. Only 61% has surprised 
to the upside, but the average surprise has so far been negative at -0.83%. The takeaway from this is that sales 
are still having trouble picking up and this is clearly our main concern going forward as we do not expect margins 
to continue improving at current pace into 2011. 
 
If we take a closer look at the drivers of earnings growth we are left with sales and margins. Breaking down both 
consensus sales growth estimates and forecasted margin changes clearly reveals that the increase in consensus 
earnings growth has been mostly driven by expected margin improvements. Consensus sales growth has largely 
been unchanged since the beginning of 2009, but during the last two years we have seen consensus strongly 
revise up expectations for margin improvement. Consensus is currently expecting margins to improve less in 2011 
(90 bp) than in 2010 (150 bp). We are aligned with consensus here and do not expect to see margins test their 
prior peak in 2011. This leaves sales as the component that should drive earnings further up from current levels 
and when looking at the macro picture we find it increasingly difficult to buy into this story. 
 
Corporate earnings are somewhat lagging macroeconomic indicators, whereas equity markets tend to react more 
quickly especially to changes in the macroeconomic environment. On a global basis PMI’s are still in expansionary 
territory, but they have started retracing. Similarly leading indicators have long been heading south again and this 
usually points towards a deteriorating macroeconomic environment. But this should already a part of the sales 
growth expectations that lately have been starting to drop. However the upcoming severe cuts in public spending 
in Europe and possibly also the US (when they realize the state of their economy) are neither a part of GDP 
expectations, nor the sales growth expectations. 
In other words this is clearly bad news for sales growth expectations and in the end for earnings growth 
expectations which for S&P500 is currently 20% for 2011. Given our expectation of sales growth that will be 
sluggish at best and margins that are close to their prior peak we expect earnings growth around 5% for 2011 in 
S&P500. The two most important questions in this regard are obviously: 1) Will earnings growth revisions affect 
equity prices and 2) if, when should we expect it to happen? 
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Equity markets have clearly started to anticipate this, so if negative earnings revisions should be less than 15% 
from current levels equity markets should not react because it is already a part of the current pricing. However if 
we should end up with 2011 earnings growth expectations in single digit territory in S&P500 as we expect equity 
prices will come down. For sure – but as with most things in here in life it is all about timing – so when do we 
expect this to happen? We expect downward earnings revisions to start after the 2Q earnings season, because 
downward revisions always take place between earnings seasons, but the major revisions to the downside will 
first take place after the 3Q earnings season. Why? Simply because this is when CEO’s will start to reveal their 
sales forecasts for 2011 and analysts will then be forced to follow suit. 
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Analysis Disclosure & Disclaimer 
Risk warning 

Saxo Bank A/S shall not be responsible for any loss arising from any investment based on any analysis, forecast or other 
information herein contained. The contents of this publication should not be construed as an express or implied promise, 
guarantee or implication by Saxo Bank that clients will profit from the strategies herein or that losses in connection therewith 
can or will be limited. Trades in accordance with the analysis in an analysis, especially leveraged investments such as foreign 
exchange trading and investment in derivatives, can be very speculative and may result in losses as well as profits, in 
particular if the conditions mentioned in the analysis do not occur as anticipated. 

 
General 

These pages contain information about the services and products of Saxo Bank A/S (hereinafter referred to as “Saxo Bank”). 
The material is provided for informational purposes only without regard to any particular user's investment objectives, 
financial situation, or means. Hence, no information contained herein is to be construed as a analysis; or an offer to buy or 
sell; or the solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security, financial product, or instrument; or to participate in any 
particular trading strategy in any jurisdiction in which such an offer or solicitation, or trading strategy would be illegal. Saxo 
Bank does not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of any information or analysis supplied. Saxo Bank shall not be liable 
to any customer or third person for the accuracy of the information or any market quotations supplied through this service to 
a customer, nor for any delays, inaccuracies, errors, interruptions or omissions in the furnishing thereof, for any direct or 
consequential damages arising from or occasioned by said delays, inaccuracies, errors, interruptions or omissions, or for any 
discontinuance of the service. Saxo Bank accepts no responsibility or liability for the contents of any other site, whether 
linked to this site or not, or any consequences from your acting upon the contents of another site. Opening this website shall 
not render the user a customer of Saxo Bank nor shall Saxo Bank owe such users any duties or responsibilities as a result 
thereof. 

 


